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Homeostasis

1a Every reaction in a cell is catalysed by enzymes. A good example is respiration which releases energy 
from glucose. Enzymes need stable conditions to work effectively. These conditions are maintained by 
homeostasis. Homeostasis is defined as the regulation of the internal conditions of a cell or organism 
to maintain optimal conditions for function in response to internal and external changes.

1b

2a A change to the body's internal environment could be

• An increase in the concentration of blood glucose due to eating a meal

• A decrease in the concentration of blood glucose due to exercise

• An increase in body temperature due to exercise

• An increase in the level of water in the blood due to having a drink of water

• A decrease in the level of water in the blood due to sweating


A change to the body's external environment could be

• An increase in the temperature of the skin due to hot conditions

• A decrease in the temperature of the skin due to cold conditions

2b The function of the coordination centre is to receive information from the receptor cells and then 
process the information (ie make a decision on the response required). The coordination centre then 
sends instructions to the effectors.

2c Effectors are usually a muscle (for example in the eye) or a gland (eg the thyroid gland).

2d The job of the effector is to bring about the response. For example, if the level of blood glucose falls 
then the liver releases glucose into the bloodstream. This brings the level of blood glucose back up to 
the required level.
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The Nervous System

1a

1b A stimulus is detected by receptors. These send electrical impulses down neurones to the central 
nervous system.


The central nervous system acts as the coordination centre. Electrical impulses now pass from the 
central nervous system to the effectors which bring about a response.

1c

Remember that impulses travel from receptors to the central nervous system and from the central 
nervous system to effectors.

1d Both muscles and glands are effectors. To bring about a response, muscles contract and glands secrete 
a hormone into the bloodstream.

2
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The Nervous System

3a 1. The stimulus (heat) is detected by receptors in the skin.


2. Electrical impulses pass down the sensory neurone.


3. The electrical impulses travel towards the central nervous system.


4. The electrical impulses reach the synapse at the end of the sensory neurone.


5. A chemical is released at the synapse.


6. The chemical diffuses to the relay neurone.


7. An electrical impulse is triggered in the relay neurone.


8. At the next synapse a chemical is released.


9. Electrical impulses are triggered in the motor neurone.


10. The impulses travel away from the central nervous system.


11. The impulses reach the effector (a muscle).


12. The muscle contracts and the hand pulls away (the response).

3b Relay neurones are found in the central nervous system.


Sensory neurones and motor neurones are not found in the central nervous system. Sensory neurones 
carry electrical impulses from receptors to the central nervous system. Motor neurones carry electrical 
impulses away from the central nervous system to effectors.

3c Reflexes are automatic and rapid. This is because although electrical impulses pass through the central 
nervous system, no decision making takes place in the conscious part of the brain. 


We often find reflexes involved when there is danger. In these cases, the body needs to respond very 
rapidly to events. The response needs to be automatic. If the brain had to make a decision, then this 
would slow down the response and that could prove dangerous or even fatal.
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Required Practical: Reaction Time

1a A person with good upright posture is likely to be more alert than a person who is slouched. A slouched 
person is more likely to be relaxed and not ready to catch the ruler.

1b The dominant hand is the hand that a person uses for usual everyday activities such as writing.

1c The initial position of the ruler is a control variable. This must not be allowed to change. If the ruler was 
not at the zero position at the start then we would have a zero error. For example, imagine that the 
position of the ruler between the thumb and index finger is initially at 3 cm and the final position was at 
27 cm. We would have to subtract the initial position from the final position. So in this case, the ruler has 
actually only fallen a distance of 24 cm.

1d The final measurement position is also a control variable. In this case, we have decided to always 
measure the final position at the top of the person's thumb. We need to make sure that we keep this the 
same between experiments.

1e In this experiment, the independent variable is the person who we are testing. The dependent variable is 
the distance that the ruler fell before being caught (and we use this to determine the person's reaction 
time).

1f Remember that we need to keep control variables the same from one experiment to the next. If we allow 
control variables to change, then they may affect the dependent variable. In this case, we could not be 
certain that any changes in the dependent variable are only due to changes in the independent variable.


There are several control variables in this experiment.


• The start position of the ruler between the thumb and index finger. We need to make sure that this 
position is at the zero cm mark.


• The final measurement position. In this case, we are measuring the final measurement at the top of 
the person's thumb.


• The background noise levels. Ideally this experiment would be carried out in a silent room so that 
there are no distractions. Any distraction could prevent the person from concentrating on the activity 
and this could affect their reaction time.


• The lighting levels in the lab. In this experiment, the person has to see the ruler start to drop so that 
they can catch it. If the lighting levels change, then it may affect how well the person can see the ruler 
and could make the final result less accurate.

2 To study the effect of practise, we would measure the person's reaction time repeatedly over a large 
number of attempts. We could then see if there was any difference from the first attempt through all of 
the remaining attempts. If practise decreased a person's reaction time then we should see them catch 
the ruler more rapidly as the experiment continued.


To study the effect of dominant versus non-dominant hand, we would ask the person to catch the ruler 
with their dominant hand first and then with their non-dominant hand. We would need to carry out a 
number of repeats in order to get valid results. However, we would need to be careful that practise does 
not affect the result (for example we could leave an interval from one experiment to another).

3a In this experiment, we are trying to see if drinking caffeine affects a person's reaction time. However, 
there is a problem here. Cola contains a number of different chemicals, not just caffeine. Any of these 
chemicals could affect a person's reaction time. We can see if these chemicals have any effect on 
reaction time by testing the person's reaction time after they have consumed caffeine-free cola 
(assuming that the only difference between normal cola and caffeine-free cola is the absence of 
caffeine).

3b In this experiment, we are asking the person to consume a drink containing caffeine. We need to make 
certain that the drink will be safe for the person. For example, we need to check that the person will not 
have a negative reaction to caffeine or any of the ingredients (eg a heart condition or an allergy).


We also need to make certain that the lab is a safe environment to consume food. For example, we 
need to carry out the experiment in a lab where hazardous chemicals are never used. It is not safe to 
consume food in a lab where hazardous chemicals are used.
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Required Practical: Reaction Time

3c

If you are asked to complete a graph in the exam, try very hard to make the graph accurate. There is 
always a small amount of error allowed but many students lose marks by not being accurate enough.

3d Compared to before drinking, caffeine seems to reduce the reaction time by 0.5 milliseconds. However, 
we can see that the caffeine-free drink also had an effect on reaction time and we need to take this into 
account. We can see that compared to the caffeine-free cola, the cola with caffeine only decreased 
reaction time by 0.3 milliseconds.

3e Caffeine-free cola contains a number of different chemicals and any of these could affect reaction time. 
A good example would be sugar. Drinking sugar (for example in cola) can make a person more alert and 
decrease their reaction time. To avoid this, we could make all the drinks sugar-free. However, sugar-free 
drinks also contain artificial sweeteners and these may also affect reaction time.
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The Endocrine System

1a The endocrine system consists of a number of glands. These secrete chemicals called hormones 
directly into the blood. These travel around the body but only produce an effect in target organs.

1b Endocrine system:


Chemicals called hormones are carried in the bloodstream.

This produces a slower, longer lasting effect.


Nervous system:


Electrical impulses are transmitted along neurones.

This produces a very rapid, short-lived effect.

2a

2b The pituitary gland is called the master gland. This is because the hormones that the pituitary gland 
secretes into the bloodstream act on other endocrine glands, stimulating them to release their hormones 
and bring about an effect.
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Control of Blood Glucose

1a Glucose is needed by every cell to release energy by respiration. Because of this, it is essential that 
the concentration of glucose in the blood is controlled and stays as constant as possible.

1b The pancreas is shown by letter C.

1c

2a Insulin is released by the pancreas when the 
blood glucose concentration is too high. This 
causes cells to take up glucose. Liver and 
muscle cells store the excess glucose as 
glycogen.

3a In a person with type 1 diabetes, the pancreas cannot produce the hormone insulin. This means 
that their blood glucose concentration can rise to dangerous levels, especially after a meal.

3b Firstly, if we give a sample of glucose to a person with type 1 diabetes, the blood glucose 
concentration will increase faster and to a higher level than in a person who does not have type 1 
diabetes. Secondly, in a person with type 1 diabetes, the blood glucose concentration will remain 
high for a long time, whereas in a person without type 1 diabetes the blood glucose concentration 
rapidly returns to the normal level.

3c A person who has type 1 diabetes needs to monitor their blood glucose concentration and inject 
themselves with insulin if their blood glucose concentration increases too much (for example after 
a meal rich in carbohydrates).

4a In people with type 2 diabetes, the pancreas makes insulin but the body cells no longer respond to 
it. This means that their blood glucose concentration can rise too high for example after meals.

4b One way to manage type 2 diabetes is by eating a diet with a controlled level of carbohydrates and 
taking regular exercise. Many patients also take medication.

4c Type 2 diabetes is linked to obesity. In the UK, more people are becoming obese. This is 
contributing to increased levels of type 2 diabetes.

Copyright Shaun Donnelly. Copying of this workbook is strictly prohibited.
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The Menstrual Cycle

1 Males: The testes make testosterone which triggers sperm formation.


Females: The ovaries make oestrogen which triggers the menstrual cycle.

2 Day 1: The woman's period starts. If fertilisation has not happened, the uterus lining and 
unfertilised egg are released.


Day 2-13: An egg matures in an ovary. The uterus lining starts to thicken.


Day 14: Ovulation happens. A mature egg is released from the ovary.


Day 15-28: The egg makes its way down a fallopian tube. If the egg is fertilised, it implants into the 
uterus wall.

3 Oestrogen - This is produced by the ovaries and causes the uterus lining to thicken ready for a 
fertilised egg to implant.


Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) - This is produced by the pituitary gland and causes an egg to 
mature in an ovary.


Luteinising hormone (LH) - This is produced by the pituitary gland and causes an egg to be 
released by the ovary (ovulation).


Progesterone - This is produced by the ovary and keeps the uterus lining thick incase a fertilised 
egg implants.

Copyright Shaun Donnelly. Copying of this workbook is strictly prohibited.
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Contraception

1a Hormonal contraceptives contain hormones. These prevent the pituitary gland from producing FSH 
so no eggs mature in the ovaries.

1b

2a Barrier methods prevent fertilisation by stopping the sperm reaching an egg. Because barrier 
methods do not use hormones, they have no side effects. Unlike hormonal contraceptives, barrier 
methods reduce the risk of STIs.

2b One disadvantage of using condoms as a form of contraception is that they can break or slip off. In 
this case, there is a risk of pregnancy.

2c Spermicide works by killing or disabling sperm. This reduces the chances of fertilisation if used 
with a condom or a diaphragm.

3a An IUD prevents pregnancy in two ways. They prevent a fertilised egg from implanting in the 
uterus. They can also release hormones to reduce the chance of fertilisation.

3b An IUD is a very long lasting form of contraception and can remain in the woman for up to ten 
years. This is a major advantage compared with barrier methods (which have to be applied before 
every instance of sexual intercourse) and the contraceptive pill (which must be taken daily). Unlike 
hormonal contraception, the IUD has very few side effects.

3c The main disadvantage of the IUD compared to barrier methods is that the IUD does not protect 
against STIs.

4a Sterilisation in men works by preventing the sperm from leaving the penis. In the case of women, 
sterilisation works by preventing the egg from reaching the uterus.

4b A disadvantage of sterilisation is that it is difficult to reverse. This means that a person must be 
certain that they do not want any more children before undergoing sterilisation. Another 
disadvantage of sterilisation is that it does not protect against STIs.

5a Natural contraception works by the couple avoiding sexual intercourse during the time after 
ovulation.

5b Natural contraception is difficult. This is because it is difficult to tell if a woman has ovulated. 
Natural contraception does not protect against STIs.

6 An ethical issue is a moral or personal judgement made by an individual, in other words what they 
think is right (these are sometimes based on a person's spiritual views). Ethical issues cannot be 
answered by science alone. An example of this is the view of the Catholic Church on 
contraception. The Catholic Church teaches that all form of contraception (apart from natural 
methods) are unethical.
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Sexual and Asexual Reproduction

1a We find chromosomes in the nucleus of cells. In a normal human cell, there are 23 pairs of 
chromosomes. Normal human cells are produced by a type of cell division called mitosis. Mitosis 
produces two identical copies of a cell. However, cells such as sperm and egg are different. These 
are called gametes. In these, the chromosomes are not paired. Human gametes contain 23 single 
chromosomes. Gametes are formed by a type of cell division called meiosis. Gametes are not 
identical.

1b Cell A contains three chromosome pairs (a long pair, a short pair and a medium pair). Because the 
chromosomes are paired, we know that this is from a normal body cell (ie not a gamete). Cell B 
contains three chromosomes but they are not paired. Cell B is a gamete. However, we know that 
neither cell A nor cell B are from a human. Normal human body cells have 23 pairs of 
chromosomes and human gametes have 23 single chromosomes.

1c Cell A: 


• This cell was produced by cell division by mitosis (we know this because mitosis produces 
normal body cells where the chromosomes are paired).


• The chromosomes are found in pairs.


Cell B:


• The chromosomes are not paired.

• This cell could be a sperm or egg cell (because the chromosomes are not paired, we know that 

this cell is a gamete ie a sperm or an egg cell).

• This cell was produced by cell division by meiosis (remember that meiosis produces gametes).

2a The gametes in flowering plants are pollen and egg cells.

2b Sperm, eggs and pollen are all examples of gametes. When gametes join, this is called 
fertilisation. In sexual reproduction there is a mixing of genetic information from the male and 
female parents. There is variation in the offspring because every gamete is genetically different to 
each other.

3a Genetically identical organisms are called clones.

3b The baby spider plants are produced by asexual reproduction. In asexual reproduction the 
offspring are produced by mitosis. There is only one parent and no gametes are involved. There is 
no mixing of genetic information.

3c Sexual reproduction:


• Involves meiosis (which produces gametes)

• Involves fertilisation (ie gametes joining together)

• Involves gametes

• Two parents needed

• Offspring are not genetically identical


Asexual reproduction


• Only one parent needed

• Only involves mitosis (because it does not involve gametes)

• Offspring are genetically identical

• Does not involve fertilisation

• No gametes used

Copyright Shaun Donnelly. Copying of this workbook is strictly prohibited.
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Meiosis and Fertilisation

1a Meiosis takes place in cells in the testes and cells in the ovaries. Both of these locations produce 
gametes.

1b In a normal body cell (eg a muscle cell), the chromosomes are paired. For example normal human 
body cells have 23 pairs of chromosomes. However, in a gamete the chromosomes are not paired. 
So human sperm and egg cells have 23 single chromosomes.

1c Start: Cell in testes / ovaries with 23 chromosome pairs.


Stage 1: All of the chromosomes are copied.


Stage 2: The cell divides into two cells.


Stage 3: Each cell divides one more time.


End: Gametes each with 23 single chromosomes.

1d Meiosis produces four gamete cells.


The number of chromosomes is halved compared to the original cell.


Gametes are genetically different as they have different alleles.

2a Male gamete = sperm

Female gamete = egg

2b

We can see that the fertilised egg contains three pairs of chromosomes. Each of the chromosomes 
in a pair comes from a gamete. This means that the sperm cell has three individual chromosomes 
and the egg cell has three individual chromosomes.

2c In fertilisation, the sperm and egg cells fuse (join together). In humans, the fertilised egg should 
have 23 chromosome pairs (ie 23 chromosomes from the sperm cell and 23 chromosomes from 
the egg cell). This is why meiosis halves the number of chromosomes when gametes are produced. 
If this did not happen, then the fertilised egg would contain 46 chromosome pairs (23 pairs from 
the sperm cell and 23 pairs from the egg cell).

2d In meiosis the chromosome number is halved but in fertilisation it is restored.

3a The ball of identical cells produced from a fertilised egg is called an embryo.

3b The fertilised egg divides by mitosis to produce the embryo. We can see that all of the cells in the 
embryo have the same number of chromosomes as the fertilised egg. Remember that mitosis 
produces identical copies of a cell. 

3c When cells differentiate, they change to form specialised cells. In the early embryo, all of the cells 
are identical. However, at a certain point they begin to form specialised cells such as nerve cells 
and muscle cells. This is called differentiation.

Copyright Shaun Donnelly. Copying of this workbook is strictly prohibited.
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DNA and the Genome

1a

1b From the diagram, we can see that the cell contains chromosomes in pairs. In a gamete the 
chromosomes are single not paired.

1c Chromosomes contain the molecule DNA. Because it controls our inherited features, DNA is 
called the genetic material. DNA consists of two strands wrapped around each other. Scientists 
call this the double helix. Each strand is made by joining smaller molecules. Because of this, we 
say that the DNA molecule is a polymer.

1d Each gene codes for the sequence of amino acids in a specific protein. Looking at the protein in 
the diagram, we can see that it contains five different amino acids. The order of the amino acids is 
critical for a specific protein. This order is determined by the gene for that protein.

2a The genome is the entire genetic material of an organism.

2b Studying the genome allows us to identify the genes which increase the risk of conditions such as 
cancer or Alzheimer's disease.


Studying the genome helps us to learn about human migration patterns. This is useful for 
determining our ancestry.


Studying the genome helps us to develop better treatments for inherited conditions such as Cystic 
Fibrosis.

Copyright Shaun Donnelly. Copying of this workbook is strictly prohibited.
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Alleles

1a We have two copies of each chromosome. We inherit one copy from each of our parents. Because 
of this, we have two copies of every gene.

1b Alleles - These are different versions of a gene


Genotype - This tells us the alleles that a person has for a given gene


Homozygous - This person has two copies of the same allele


Phenotype - This tells us the characteristics caused by a person's alleles


Heterozygous - This person has two different alleles


Dominant allele - This allele determines the phenotype even if only one copy is present


Recessive allele - This allele only determines the phenotype if two copies are present

1c In this question, remember that the D allele is dominant. This means that this will determine the 
phenotype even if only one copy is present.


Genotype = dd

Phenotype = no ability to digest lactose (as they do not have the D allele)

They are homozygous (both alleles are the same)


Genotype = DD

Phenotype = ability to digest lactose (as they have at least one copy of the D allele)

They are homozygous (both alleles are the same)


Genotype = Dd

Phenotype = ability to digest lactose (as they have one copy of the D allele)

They are heterozygous (alleles are different)

1d Genotype = Bb

Phenotype = black hair

They are heterozygous (alleles are different)


Genotype = bb (this is because the brown allele is recessive. For these mice to have brown hair, 
then they must have two copies of the recessive brown allele).

Phenotype = brown hair

They are homozygous (both alleles are the same)


Genotype = BB

Phenotype = black hair

They are homozygous (both alleles are the same)

1e Height in humans is controlled by several genes acting together (as well as the environment eg 
diet).

Copyright Shaun Donnelly. Copying of this workbook is strictly prohibited.
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Cystic Fibrosis

1a The cell membrane is affected by cystic fibrosis.

1b CC - This person is not affected by cystic fibrosis - Homozygous


Cc - This person is a carrier for cystic fibrosis - Heterozygous


cc - This person has cystic fibrosis - Homozygous

2a

2b Carriers : Unaffected = 1 : 1

3a

3b Unaffected : Carriers : Cystic fibrosis = 1 : 2 : 1

3c Remember that the ratios of offspring that we get from a genetic cross are only probabilities. 
Looking at the cross in question 3a, on average 25% of the offspring will have cystic fibrosis. 
However, a couple could have a number of offspring and none of them might have cystic fibrosis or 
all of them might have cystic fibrosis (or any number if between).


One other point which is important to consider is that cystic fibrosis is controlled by a single gene 
so the genetic crosses are straightforward. However, most characteristics are controlled by multiple 
genes. In these cases, predicting the numbers of offspring from genetic crosses is extremely 
difficult.

Copyright Shaun Donnelly. Copying of this workbook is strictly prohibited.
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Polydactyly

1a A person with polydactyly has extra fingers or toes.

1b A person cannot be a carrier for polydactyly.


Because the polydactyly allele is dominant, you only need one copy of the allele to have 
polydactyly.

1c

1d Polydactyly : Unaffected = 1 : 1

1e Remember that genetic crosses only predict the probability of the offspring having the genotype / 
phenotypes. In the cross shown in question 1c, it is predicted that half of the offspring will have 
polydactyly and half will be unaffected. In reality, all of the offspring may have polydactyly or all 
may be unaffected (or any number between).

2 In embryo screening, we test embryos for the presence of the defective allele. Embryos without 
the defective allele are implanted into the woman and develop into healthy offspring. Some 
people feel that the benefits do not justify the cost. This is an economic issue. In embryo 
screening, some healthy embryos are destroyed. Some people feel that this is unethical. In the 
future, gene therapy could allow doctors to change alleles to prevent inherited disorders. However, 
some people worry that embryo screening and gene therapy could allow us to select offspring for 
desirable features. This is a social issue.

Copyright Shaun Donnelly. Copying of this workbook is strictly prohibited.
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Family Trees

1a cc - cystic fibrosis  (remember that the cystic fibrosis allele is recessive so to have cystic fibrosis, a 
person would need to have two copies of the cystic fibrosis allele).


CC - unaffected. This person has two copies of the unaffected allele.


Cc - carrier. Because the cystic fibrosis allele is recessive, this person does not have cystic fibrosis. 
However, they are a carrier and could pass the cystic fibrosis allele to their offspring.

1b Person 5 has cystic fibrosis so they must have the genotype cc.

1c This is a very common exam question. Looking at persons 1 and 2, we can see that neither of them 
have the phenotype cystic fibrosis. However, they have produced an offspring who does have 
cystic fibrosis (person 5). This means that the cystic fibrosis allele must be recessive and persons 1 
and 2 are both carriers.


If the cystic fibrosis allele was dominant then it would not be possible to be a carrier of cystic 
fibrosis (as anyone with even one copy of the cystic fibrosis allele would have cystic fibrosis). In 
this case, to produce an offspring with cystic fibrosis, at least one of the parents would have to 
have cystic fibrosis and the family tree shows us that this is not the case.

2 This is a very common family tree question. Cats 1 and 2 both have short hair. However, one of 
their offspring has long hair. This means that the long hair allele must be recessive. Both cats 1 and 
2 must be heterozygous.


If long hair was a dominant allele, then neither cat 1 nor cat 2 could have the allele (as they would 
have long hair).
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Inheritance of Sex

1a In humans, 22 of our chromosome pairs determine our inherited features eg eye colour. The 
remaining chromosome pair determines our sex. In males this is XY and in females it is XX.

1b

1c Male : Female = 1 : 1


Male = 50% : Female = 50%

1d Again with all genetic crosses, the cross only shows us the probability that the offspring will have 
the genotype / phenotype shown. 


A couple could have a large number of children and all of them could be male or all of them could 
be female (or any number in between). However, if they have another child, there is still a 50% 
probability of the child being male and a 50% probability of the child being female.
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Variation

1a Variation is all the differences in the characteristics of individuals in a population. There are three 
main causes of variation. Variation can be caused by the alleles that an individual inherits from 
their parents. We call this genetic variation and good examples are hair colour and eye colour. 
Some variation is caused by the environment for example language in humans is caused by the 
environment in which a child grows up. Some variation is caused by a mixture of genetic and 
environmental factors for example a person's height. Some people have alleles which make them 
likely to grow tall. However, their final height is also influenced by their diet which must contain 
enough calcium.

1b Inherited conditions eg cystic fibrosis - This is caused by genetics. Cystic fibrosis is caused by a 
defective allele in a single gene. The environment has no effect on cystic fibrosis.


Muscle strength - This is caused by a combination of genetics and the environment. A person may 
have the genetics for increased muscle strength but this may not develop unless the person 
exercises their muscles.


Tatoos. This is caused entirely by the environment.


Infectious diseases eg chicken pox. This is caused by pathogens in the environment. However, this 
could also be influenced by genetics as some people may inherit the alleles for a more effective 
immune system and be more likely to fight off an infectious disease.


Sun tan. This is caused by a combination of genetics and the environment. Sun tan is caused by 
exposure to the sun (the environment). However, some people inherit alleles which make them 
much more likely to develop a sun tan.


Shape of nose. This is caused by genetics. Unless a person has cosmetic surgery, the shape of 
their nose is not influenced by the environment.

2a The best definition of a mutation is "Mutations are random changes to DNA taking place all the 
time".


"Mutations are predictable changes to DNA taking place all the time" is incorrect. Mutations are not 
predictable.


"Mutations are random changes to DNA taking place very rarely" is incorrect. Mutations do not 
take place rarely, they take place all the time.

2b Mutations which have no effect at all on an organism's phenotype - This applies to most mutations.


Mutations which influence phenotype eg tallness alleles lead to tallness if a person's diet is suitable 
- This applies to some mutations.


Mutations which directly cause an organism's phenotype eg eye colour in humans. - This only 
applies to a very small number of mutations.

3a The new phenotype caused by the mutation causes rabbits to be resistant to the virus.

3b Any rabbit which does not have the mutation could catch the virus and die before they reproduce. 
This means that their alleles would not be passed on. However, any rabbit which does have the 
mutation is resistant to the virus. These rabbits are more likely to survive and pass their alleles on 
to their offspring. Over time, the mutation becomes widespread in the rabbit population in the UK.
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Evolution by Natural Selection

1a The two statements that describe how life started on Earth are:


1. Life started on Earth around 3 billion years ago.


2. The first living things were simple eg single celled organisms.

1b Every rabbit has a slightly different combination of alleles to other rabbits.


For example one rabbit may have alleles for thicker fur than other rabbits.


In cold conditions the rabbits with alleles for thinner fur are less likely to survive.


Rabbits with alleles for thicker fur are more likely to survive the cold conditions and reproduce.


The rabbit's offspring could inherit the alleles for thicker fur.


These offspring are also more likely to survive and reproduce than rabbits with thinner fur.


Over time, the alleles for thicker fur become more common than the alleles for thinner fur.


This means that after many generations the rabbits will have thicker fur than before.

2a Alleles which allow individuals to survive when the environment changes become more common 
over time. Scientists call this process natural selection.

2b Allele for white fur becomes more common. Allele for dark fur becomes less common.


Foxes are a natural predator for rabbits. If snow is on the ground then rabbits with dark fur are 
likely to be seen by foxes and eaten. This means that the alleles for dark fur will not be passed on. 
However, rabbits with alleles for lighter fur are less likely to be seen by foxes and eaten. These 
rabbits are more likely to survive, reproduce and pass their alleles on to their offspring. Over time, 
the alleles for white fur become more common and the alleles for dark fur become less common.

2c Evolution is the change in the inherited characteristics of a population over time through a process 
of natural selection.

3 Imagine that we have two separate populations of the same species in two different environments. 
Natural selection will take place in the two environments and over time, the populations will change 
phenotypes. For example natural selection may favour alleles for small body size in one 
environment and large body size in the other environment. Imagine that the phenotypes change 
significantly between the two populations. If the two populations are now allowed to mix, it is 
possible that they could no longer interbreed and produce fertile offspring. If this is the case, the 
two populations are now different species.


The idea of fertile offspring is important. Horses and donkeys are different species. However, they 
can interbreed. When they do, they produce mules. Mules are infertile and cannot reproduce. The 
only way to produce a mule is to breed a horse with a donkey. So because horses and donkeys 
cannot interbreed to produce fertile offspring, they are separate species.
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Selective Breeding

1a Food crops - Crops have been selectively bred for resistance to disease


Cattle such as cows - Cattle have been selectively bred for increased meat or milk


Domestic dogs to be used as pets - Dogs have been selectively bred for a gentle nature


Garden plants - These have been selectively bred to produce large or unusual flowers

1b 1. The farmer would take a mixed group of sheep.


2. The farmer would select the male and female sheep with the softest wool.


3. The farmer would breed these sheep together.


4. The farmer would then select the offspring with the softest wool.


5. The farmer would then allow these offspring to breed.


6. After many generations of selective breeding all the sheep would have soft wool.

1c When closely related organisms are bred together there is a risk of inbreeding. Inbreeding can lead 
to an increased risk of inherited diseases for example heart disease in dog breeds.
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Genetic Engineering

1a A gene encodes the order of amino acids in the specific protein encoded by that gene.

1b To carry out genetic engineering, we first cut out the gene from one organism for example a human 
and then transfer the gene to cells of a different organism for example a bacterium. We have 
modified the genome of the bacterium so that it now includes a human gene. A good example of 
genetic engineering is insulin. This is used to control the level of the sugar glucose in a person's 
blood. People with type 1 diabetes cannot make their own insulin. The human insulin gene has 
been cut out and transferred to bacteria. These can now make the human insulin used by type 1 
diabetics.

2a GM crops generally produce a greater yield than normal crops (ie more crops per square metre) or 
bigger or better fruit.


GM crops can also be resistant to disease or insect attack.

2b A farmer can plant GM crops which are resistant to herbicides (weed killers). Then when weeds 
grow, the farmer can spray the crops with herbicide. This will kill the weeds but not kill the GM 
crops.

2c Some people are concerned that GM crops could be harmful to insects or wild flowers. Some 
people also think that we need to do more research on whether GM crops are safe to eat.

3 We do not know the long term effects of gene therapy. For example, there is the possibility that if 
we change one gene, this might have an effect on other genes that we cannot predict.
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Evidence for Evolution: Fossils

1a Fossils are the "remains" of organisms from millions of years ago which are found in rocks.

1b Fossils can form if parts of an organism do not decay. Decay cannot take place in cold conditions 
or where there is not enough oxygen or water present.


Fossils can form while an organism decays. In this case, minerals slowly replace parts of the 
organism during the decay process.


Fossils can be the traces of organisms. This includes animal footprints or burrows and spaces in 
the soil where plant roots were.

2a The earliest forms of life were soft-bodied organisms. It is extremely difficult for soft-bodied 
organisms to form fossils. This means that only a very small number of fossils of these organisms 
may have formed.

2b The earliest life forms were on the Earth billions of years ago. As we saw in question 2a, it is likely 
that very few fossils were ever formed from these organisms. Since then, it is likely that many of 
those fossils were destroyed by the geological activity of the Earth (in other words, changes to the 
rocks such as earthquakes or changes in the tectonic plates).

3 Extinction can be caused by:


Catastrophe for example an asteroid impacting with the Earth. It is thought that this may have 
contributed to the extinction of the dinosaurs.


Environmental change for example changing climate or weather patterns.


Competition for example from another animal or plant. It is thought that humans (Homo sapiens) 
outcompeted other human-like species that existed thousands of years ago.
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Evidence for Evolution: Resistant Bacteria

1 Because antibiotics kill bacteria they are used to prevent bacterial diseases. Antibiotics are also 
used on farms to prevent bacterial diseases in animals. Under ideal conditions, bacteria reproduce 
every twenty minutes. Because they reproduce at a fast rate, bacteria can evolve rapidly. Recently 
bacteria have evolved which are no longer killed by antibiotics. There are called antibiotic 
resistant bacteria eg MRSA.

2a

2b Antibiotic resistant bacteria can spread rapidly through a population because people are not 
immune to it. Also because the bacteria are resistant to antibiotic, there is no treatment. 

2c Only prescribe antibiotics where appropriate. Antibiotics have no effect on viruses so there is no 
benefit in taking antibiotics for viral diseases. If we reduce the use of antibiotics, there is less 
chance of antibiotic resistant bacteria from developing. This is because antibiotics kill non-resistant 
bacteria. This means that any antibiotic resistant bacteria have less competition for resources and 
can reproduce rapidly.


Always complete a course of antibiotics. This makes sure that all of the bacteria are killed and none 
can survive and mutate to become antibiotic resistant.
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Classification

1a

1b Neither bacteria nor viruses had been discovered during the time of Linnaeus. These do not fit into 
his two kingdom system.

1c King Philip Came Over For Good Soup

1d Garlic: Kingdom = Plants, Order = Liliales.


Red Kangaroo: Kingdom = Animals, Family = Macropodidae.


Wolf: Kingdom = Animals, Class = Mammalia, Genus = Canis.

1e The binomial name for an organism is the genus and the species (we do not capitalise the species).

1f Garlic: Allium sativum


Red kangaroo: Macropus rufus


Wolf: Canis lupus

2a We can see that the structure of the proteins found in organisms A and B are very similar, with only 
a small difference between them. This tells us that organisms A and B are closely related.

2b Looking at the structure of the protein found in organism C, we can see that it is significantly 
different from the structure of the proteins found in organisms A and B. This tells us that organism 
C is not closely related to A or B.

2c Archae: Primitive bacteria often found in extreme conditions eg hot springs.


True bacteria: These are found in places such as the human digestive system.


Eukaryota: This domain includes animals, plants, fungi and protists such as amoeba.

3a In order to place extinct organisms on an evolutionary tree, we need to look at fossils. This can be 
a problem as in many cases there may only be a small number of incomplete fossils for an 
organism. This means that we can only get an idea of an organism's features. Also fossils do not 
give us very much information about how an organism behaved.

3b From the primate evolutionary tree, we can see that chimpanzees and bonobos are the most 
closely related to humans. This is because chimpanzees, bonobos and humans shared a common 
ancestor more recently than with any of the other primates.

3c

3d One example of a fossilised skull may not give us enough information to accurately place that 
species on the primate evolutionary tree. For example it may be a skull from a young specimen that 
had not fully developed or a specimen which was diseased. An entire fossil (or several) would allow 
us to make a better judgement as it would give us more information, for example how the organism 
moved (eg whether it walked on two legs).
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Competition and Interdependence

1a Habitat - This is the environment in which an organism lives - A tropical rainforest


Population - The number of organisms of the same species living in the same geographical area - 
All of the Eastern Gorillas living in Rwanda


Community - The populations of all the different species living in the same habitat - All of the 
populations in a tropical rainforest


Ecosystem - The living and non-living parts of an environment and how they interact - The animals, 
plants, water and minerals in a rainforest


Biotic - The living organisms in an ecosystem - All the animals, plants, insects and bacteria in a 
rainforest


Abiotic - The non-living parts of an ecosystem - All the water and minerals in a rainforest

1b Light - plants

Food - animals

Mates - animals

Territory - animals

Space - plants

Water - plants and animals

Minerals - plants 

1c Organisms in an ecosystem depend on each other. Scientists call this interdependence.

1d Animals depend on other animals as a source of food, for example lions hunt and eat zebras. The 
remains of animals such as zebras are then eaten by scavenger animals such as hyenas or 
vultures.


Animals also depend on plants as a source of food for example zebras eat grasses. Animals also 
depend on plants for shelter for example shade from the sun.


Plants depend on animals for example many plants are pollinated by insects such as bees. A large 
number of plants also depend on animals to disperse their seeds in the animal's faeces.

1e If all of the bees in a habitat died, then this would mean that many plants could not be pollinated. 
This would cause the number of plants to decrease. Animals which eat plants (herbivores) would 
then decrease in number as their food source becomes scarce. This would cause the number of 
carnivores (animals which eat other animals) to fall.

1f In a stable community, the populations of all the different living organisms (biotic factors) remain 
fairly constant. Also the levels of abiotic factors such as water do not change. This means that the 
biotic and abiotic factors are in balance.
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Biotic and Abiotic Factors

1a Food is always based on a living organism. Herbivores such as zebra eat plants. Carnivores such 
as lions eat other animals. This means that food is a biotic factor.

1b Grass is the main food source for zebras. If a drought caused the amount of grass in a habitat to 
decrease, then this would cause the population of zebras to fall due to a lack of food.


Zebras are a major source of food for lions. If the population of zebras fell, then this could also 
cause the population of lions to fall (again due to lack of food).


I should point out that in this example, both the zebras and lions would look for other sources of 
food so the impact on these populations may not be too great.

2a Left hand example: Biotic factor = predation. A predator hunts and kills other animals. In this case, 
the Nile Perch is hunting and killing native fish in Lake Victoria. Predation is an example of a biotic 
factor.


Right hand example: Biotic factor = competition. In this case, if the Nile Perch was released into 
the Australian wild, it would eat the same prey species as the native predator (the Barramundi). 
This means that the Nile Perch would be a competitor to the Barramundi.

2b Rabbits compete with Bilby for food and burrows. The number of Bilby have fallen sharply and they 
are endangered. If this continues then they could become extinct.

2c Pathogens are an example of a biotic factor. This is because pathogens are living organisms eg 
bacteria, fungi, protists and viruses.


As a side point, some scientists do not count viruses as living as they can only reproduce inside 
another organism. However, for the purpose of biotic factors, we consider viruses as living 
organisms.

3a Light intensity - plants

Wind intensity and direction - plants

Carbon dioxide level - plants

Oxygen level - plants and animals (aquatic species such as fish)

Temperature - plants and animals

Water - plants and animals

Soil pH and minerals - plants

3b In woods, small shrubs are overshadowed by large trees. Because the shrubs now experience a 
lower level of light intensity, they may photosynthesise at a slower rate. This would reduce their rate 
of growth, providing less food for animals which eat the shrubs. This could cause the populations 
of those animals to fall.

3c If the temperature changes, species of plants may disappear entirely from a habitat. Animals may 
migrate (move to a different location).

3d Animals: water is required for temperature regulation eg sweating or panting and transporting 
substances eg via the bloodstream. 

Plants: water is required for photosynthesis. It also carries minerals from the soil to the leaves via 
the transpiration stream.

3e Plants need the mineral nitrate which is used to make amino acids (which make proteins).

3f Plants in sand dunes can lose a great deal of water due to strong winds blowing inland from the 
sea. These plants have adaptations to deal with water loss.

3g Carbon dioxide is needed for photosynthesis. If the level of carbon dioxide falls, this can reduce 
the rate of photosynthesis and cause plants to grow slowly. Scientists say that carbon dioxide can 
be a limiting factor for photosynthesis.

3h Oxygen levels can affect aquatic organisms such as fish. This is because the amount of oxygen 
dissolved in water decreases sharply in warm conditions.
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Adaptations

1a A structural adaptation is an adaptation of body shape or body structure.

1b Fat is an insulator and prevents heat from escaping from the camel's body. By locating its fat in the 
hump, rather than being spread around the camel's body, this allows heat to escape and makes it 
easier for the camel to keep cool. 

1c Thick coat on upper surface of body: this protects the upper surface of the camel from the intense 
heat of the sun.


Leathery interior of mouth: this allows the camel to eat desert plants which may be tough or have 
thorns. These plants can be a useful source of water for the camel.


Long eyelashes: these protect the camel's eyes from dust or sand.


Wide feet: these help the camel to walk on sand by spreading the camel's weight.

1d A functional adaptation is an adaptation to the body functions of an organism.

1e Camels have a number of functional adaptations. Firstly, camels produce very concentrated urine 
and dry faeces. This helps to reduce water loss.  Secondly, camels can tolerate very large changes 
to their body temperature. This helps them to cope with the intense heat of the desert.

2a A behavioural adaptation is an adaptation to an organism's lifestyle or behaviour.

2b Kangaroo rats are nocturnal, only being active at night. They spend the daytime in a burrow. This 
protects them from the heat of the day and from predators.

3a In winter, the fur of the Arctic Fox turns white. This provides camouflage, making it easier for the 
Arctic Fox to hunt its prey (and avoid predators).

3b Thick fur on body: This insulates the fox's body and reduces loss of heat to the air.


Fur on soles of feet: This reduces heat loss to the ice and snow.


Very small ears: The reduces the surface area of the fox, reducing heat loss to the air.


Remember that you must not say "prevents heat loss". These adaptations reduce heat loss but 
they cannot fully prevent it.

4a The main issue faced by plants living in the desert is lack of water.

4b Water stored in stem. This allows cacti to survive for months without rain.


Extensive and shallow roots: It does not rain very often in the desert and in the heat, any rain water 
on the ground evaporates rapidly. By having extensive and shallow roots, a cactus can capture as 
much water as possible before it evaporates or drains into the ground.


Very small leaves or spines. Plants lose water vapour through their leaves. Cacti often have very 
small leaves which reduces the surface area for water loss. In many cases, cacti have no leaves at 
all only spines. This protects the cactus from being eaten by desert animals (which value the water 
stored in the cactus).

5a Organisms which are adapted to live in extreme conditions are called extremophiles.

5b Extreme conditions include very high temperature, high pressure and a high concentration of salt.
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Food Chains and Predator-Prey Cycles

1a Every food chain starts with a producer. This can be a green plant such as grass or it could be an 
algae such as seaweed. All producers carry out photosynthesis to produce the complex molecule 
glucose. To do this, they use the energy from sunlight. Scientists call molecules such as glucose 
biomass. This is passed along the food chain.

1b Producer -> This carries out photosynthesis, using energy from sunlight to make glucose -> Algae /
grass


Primary consumer -> This is an animal which eats a producer -> Common periwinkle / Rabbit


Secondary consumer -> This is an animal which eats a primary consumer -> Brown crab / Stoat


Tertiary consumer -> This is an animal which eats a secondary consumer -> Octopus / Fox


One point which is worth noting is that some animals can act as a secondary consumer in one food 
chain and as a tertiary consumer in a different food chain. For example, when foxes eat rabbits, the 
fox is a secondary consumer. However, if a fox eats a stoat (which ate a rabbit), then the fox is now 
a tertiary consumer.

1c Prey animals only: Common periwinkle and Rabbit


Both prey and predators: Brown crab and Stoat


Predator animals only: Octopus and Fox


I should point out that in reality, both the octopus and fox can also be the prey for other animals 
but we are only referring to the food chains shown in the question.

2a In a warm summer, there may be an increased amount of grass growing. This would provide more 
food for rabbits. More rabbits would survive and reproduce, leading to an increase in the rabbit 
population.

2b The warm summer leads to an increased population of stoat. This is because the population of 
rabbits has increased, providing more food for stoats. More stoats survive and reproduce and the 
stoat population increases.

2c At point B, the population of rabbits is falling. This is because there is now a larger population of 
stoat, which are preying on the rabbit population. This causes the rabbit population to decrease.

2d The population of stoat fell at C because the population of rabbits has fallen. This means that there 
is more competition for food among the stoat, so the stoat population falls.

2e The fall in the stoat population means that there will be fewer stoat hunting and killing rabbits. This 
means that more rabbits will survive and reproduce and the rabbit population will increase.

2f In a stable community the biotic and abiotic factors are in balance.


In a stable community, the populations of the different organisms follow the predator-prey cycle 
shown in question 2. There are no radical changes in any population and no organism becomes 
extinct. Remember that the living organisms are the "biotic factors". Also, the amount of abiotic 
factors are also stable for example there is enough water for all the plants and animals. 


If any of these factors change (for example a new predator arrives or there is a drought and the 
amount of available water falls), then the community is no longer stable and predator-prey cycles 
may change.

2g If the population of weasels increased, this would provide more food for stoats. This could lead to 
the stoat population increasing. As rabbits are prey for stoats, this could lead to the rabbit 
population decreasing. Alternatively, an increased weasel population may lead to an increased 
rabbit population as stoats now eat weasels rather than rabbits. Modelling population changes like 
this is complex.
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Sampling Organisms

1a A quadrat is a square made of wood or plastic. We use a quadrat by placing it on the ground and 
counting the numbers of different species within the area of the quadrat.

1b From the list, the following organisms could be sampled using a quadrat: dandelions, snails, 
daisies, limpets.


Quadrats can only be used to sample stationary organisms such as plants or limpets or very slow 
moving organisms such as snails. Birds and rabbits would simply move away.

1c One way to throw a quadrat randomly is to throw it backwards over your shoulder. However, this 
does present a hazard to other people working nearby. A better way is to use a grid and a random 
number generator. Depending on the random number, the sampler places the quadrat in different 
places on the grid.

1d In the example, we are trying to compare the number of dandelions between one area (marshy 
field) and another (well-drained field). The problem is that plants are never spread perfectly evenly 
over an area but are often found in patches or clusters. If we select areas to sample, we might 
choose areas with a particularly large number of dandelions or areas with a very low number. So to 
avoid this, we throw the quadrat randomly.

1e As we saw in question 1d, plants are hardly ever distributed evenly across an area but tend to be 
found in patches. If we threw a quadrat once and counted the number of dandelions, this might not 
represent the entire area. The quadrat may be in a region with a lot of dandelions or a region with 
hardly any. To get a more accurate idea of the number of dandelions, we would need to throw the 
quadrat a large number of times so that the area was thoroughly sampled.

2 Total population size = (Total area / Area sampled) x number of organisms of that species counted    

                                                                                                            in sample


Area sampled = 0.25 x 10 = 2.5 m2


Total population size = (1000 / 2.5) x 380


Total population size = 152000

3a How many snails are in a garden? Random sampling


How does the number of daisies change as we get further away from a tree? Sampling along a 
transect


What is the population of limpets on a rocky shore? Random sampling


How does the species of plants change as we cross a sand dune? Sampling along a transect

3b 1. Select the habitat that you are going to sample.

2. Place a tape measure across the habitat.

3. Place a quadrat at the start of the tape measure.

4. Identify the species in the quadrat using a guide.

5. Count the numbers of the different species present.

6. Move the quadrat 1m along the tape measure.

7. Count the number of each species again.

8. Repeat until you reach the end of the tape measure.

9. Move the tape measure along the habitat and repeat.

3c Transect 2 contains no plants until further inland than transects 1 and 3. It then contains more 
grasses and fewer small shrubs. Transect 2 contains no flowering plants whereas these are 
relatively common in transects 1 and 3.

3d As we can see from question 3c, one transect may not give us an accurate idea of the distribution 
of species throughout the habitat. If we only covered the area shown in transect 2, then we could 
conclude that the sand dune contains a very large amount of grass and no flowering plants. 
However, multiple transects give us a more accurate picture.
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Required Practical: Sampling

1a In this question, we are using random sampling.


Sampling along a transect is used to see how the numbers of each species change as we move 
along a habitat.

1b Using random numbers means that we place our quadrat at random locations. This means that we 
get a more accurate idea of the organisms present in the habitat. If we selected the locations 
ourselves, we may focus on areas which contain a greater or larger number of organisms than the 
rest of the habitat.

1c Total population size = (Total area / Area sampled) x number of organisms of that species counted


Total population size = (550 / 2.5) x 84


Total population size = 18 480

1d Remember that we are only sampling a small area of the habitat so the population size is only an 
estimate. We could make the estimate more accurate by increasing the number of quadrat throws.

2a To see if the number of snails decreases as the light intensity increases, we would place the tape 
measure running from the woods and out across the field. We would place the quadrat at the start 
of the tape measure and count the number of snails in the quadrat. We would then measure the 
light intensity. Then we would then repeat this at different points along the tape measure moving 
out across the field.

2b Light intensity is an abiotic factor.

2c The population of snails could depend on the availability of food, the number of predators and the 
presence of pathogens. These are all biotic factors.


The snail population could also depend on the amount of water and the temperature. These are 
abiotic factors. There are other abiotic factors but these are unlikely to strongly affect the 
population of snails.
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Mean, Median and Mode

1a Looking at the numbers, we can see that there is no number which is much greater or much 
smaller than the rest. This means that there are no anomalous results. 

1b To calculate the mean, add all of the numbers together and press equals on your calculator. Then 
divide by the number of numbers. Remember that we do not include anomalous results when 
calculating a mean (although there are no anomalous results in the numbers shown).


(62 + 86 + 73 + 101 + 113) / 5 = 87

1c Looking at the numbers, we can see that "42" is much greater than the rest of the numbers. This 
means that 42 is an anomalous result and we need to exclude it from the mean.


(12 + 16 + 10 + 18) / 4 = 14

2a To calculate the median value, first arrange the numbers from lowest to greatest. The median value 
is the middle number.


14       19       26       35       43


In this case, the middle number is 26 so this is our median value.

2b In this example, there are an even number of values so we cannot easily select the middle value. To 
work out the median, we need to calculate the mean of the two most central values.


7       8       10       12


The two most central values are 8 and 10. The mean of these is 9. This means that 9 is our median 
value. 

3a The mode is the most frequent number in a set of values.


In the question, the number 6 is the most frequent number so this is the mode for these values.

3b In the numbers shown, each of the numbers appears once. Because no value appears more 
frequently than the rest, there can be no mode.
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The Carbon Cycle

1a Photosynthesis:


This is only carried out by plants

This produces the carbon-containing molecule glucose

Light energy is used to react carbon dioxide and water

This is the only way that carbon enters the carbon cycle


Aerobic respiration


This returns carbon dioxide back to the atmosphere

Glucose is broken down releasing energy and carbon dioxide

This is carried out by animals and plants all the time

1b+c

2a Carbon enters the carbon cycle from the atmosphere when plants carry out photosynthesis.

2b Carbon atoms pass into animals when they eat plants (in the case of herbivores) or when they eat 
animals (in the case of carnivores). 

2c Both plants and animals contain the carbon-containing molecules proteins, carbohydrates and 
lipids (fats).

3a All animals release waste products including urine and faeces. Eventually, all animals and plants 
die. Waste products and dead remains are then broken down by decomposing microorganisms 
such as fungi and bacteria. When these decomposers respire they release carbon dioxide back 
into the atmosphere. Decomposers are also important because they release mineral ions back 
into the soil. Under certain conditions, for example when there is not enough oxygen, 
decomposers cannot function. Now the carbon in dead remains is slowly converted to fossil fuels. 
When these are combusted (burned) the carbon is returned back to the atmosphere as carbon 
dioxide.

3b Incorrect statement -> Breathing produces carbon dioxide from glucose

Correct statement -> Aerobic respiration produces carbon dioxide from glucose


Incorrect statement -> Only animals carry out respiration

Correct statement -> All organisms carry out respiration all the time
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The Water Cycle

1 Almost all of the water on Earth is in the oceans. This is salt water. Energy from the Sun makes the 
water evaporate from the surface.


The water vapour in the air cools down. This now condenses to form clouds. The water now falls 
to the ground as precipitation eg rain. Rain water is fresh water (not salty).


Once the water hits the ground, some of the water evaporates back to water vapour in the air and 
some drains through rocks into aquifers. A lot of water forms streams and rivers.

2a Water enters the roots and moves up the xylem to the leaves. Water vapour passes out of the 
stomata. This process is called transpiration.

2b Water passes into animals by drinking and eating food.


Water passes out of animals in their urine, in faeces and by exhalation. Certain mammals (including 
humans) can also lose water by sweating. Dogs lose water by panting.
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Biodiversity

1a The best definition of biodiversity is "The variety of all the different species of organisms on Earth".


The first definition is simply not correct. The last definition is incomplete. Plants and animals only 
form a small fraction of the total number of species of living organisms on Earth (for example, there 
are also many species of bacteria, fungi and protists).

1b Biodiversity refers to all the different species of plants, animals, bacteria and fungi that we find on 
planet Earth. We can also look at the biodiversity found within a single ecosystem for example the 
Amazon rainforest or the Arctic circle. Many different species depend on each other for example 
as a source of food or for shelter eg trees. Many species help to maintain the environment for 
example decomposers such as bacteria or fungi. These break down the remains of dead 
organisms and are important in the carbon cycle. If there are lots of different species then an 
ecosystem is more stable. In this case, if the population of one of the species falls sharply, then 
this is less likely to affect the whole ecosystem.

2a Tropical rainforests are extremely biodiverse. There are many thousands of species living in these 
habitats. If the tropical rainforests are destroyed then these species are at risk of becoming extinct.

2b One of the major causes of tropical deforestation is to provide land for grazing cattle such as cows 
for beef. If more people reduced their meat consumption, then this would help to prevent 
deforestation.

2c Climate change is a major concern and many countries promote biofuels as a replacement for 
petrol and diesel in cars, vans and buses. Biofuels contribute to climate change less than regular 
fossil fuels. However, biofuels are made using crops such as sugar cane. Large areas of tropical 
rainforest are being cleared to grow the crops needed to make biofuels. So in this case, attempts 
to reduce one problem have contributed to another.
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Waste Management

1a Untreated human sewage contains both urine and faeces. These are rich in carbon and nitrogen, 
which bacteria can use as a source of nutrients.

1b Untreated sewage is accidentally released into rivers or streams.


Bacteria use the molecules in the sewage as a source of nutrients and reproduce.


Bacteria use large amounts of oxygen for aerobic respiration.


Dissolved oxygen levels in the water fall sharply.


Aquatic organisms die due to lack of oxygen in the water.

1c Waterways can also be polluted with fertilisers from farms. Fertilisers cause algae to reproduce. 
When the algae die, bacteria use the algae as a source of nutrients and increase in number. The 
oxygen used by the bacteria cause the level of dissolved oxygen to fall to the point where there is 
not enough for aquatic organisms. 


Waterways can also be polluted with toxic chemicals from factories. These directly kill aquatic 
organisms.

2 Burning coal in power stations can release sulfur dioxide which leads to acid rain. It can also 
release smoke. These can kill plants and animals, reducing biodiversity.


Dumping waste in landfills can release toxic chemicals into the soil. Landfills also destroy habitats 
for plants and animals. Both of these reduce biodiversity.
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Land Use

1a Land for buildings -> This includes houses, shops, factories, businesses and transport links such 
as airports and train stations.


Land for quarries -> These are used to extract minerals from the ground eg for building materials 
and metal ores for industry.


Land for farming -> This is for agriculture eg growing crops or grazing animals for food and to 
produce milk.


Land for landfills -> These are used to dump unwanted waste materials that cannot be recycled eg 
from homes and factories.

1b All of the land uses described in question 1a involve destroying the habitats of plants and animals. 
This reduces the biodiversity of these environments. 

2a Warm conditions - this would increase the rate of decay as the enzymes in the decaying 
microorganisms would work at a faster rate.


Damp conditions - this would increase the rate of decay as many of the decay reactions require 
water.


Very low levels of oxygen - this would cause a very slow rate of decay. Remember that during 
decay, the decaying microorganisms must carry out aerobic respiration. This requires oxygen.

2b Peat is used to make compost for gardens and burned to release energy.

2c When peat is used for compost it begins to decay, releasing carbon dioxide. This is also released 
when we burn peat to generate electricity. Both of these contribute to climate change. We should 
stop using peat for compost on farms. However, the alternatives are expensive and could increase 
food prices.
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Global Warming

1a Burning coal to generate electricity -> Produces carbon dioxide

Cows passing wind -> Produces methane

Burning petrol to power cars -> Produces carbon dioxide

Burning gas to heat a home -> Produces carbon dioxide

Bacteria in paddy fields where rice is grown -> Produces methane

1b All scientific research undergoes peer review before it is published. This means that experts in the 
area look through the research to try to identify flaws or false claims. However, peer review is not 
carried out on articles published in newspapers or websites. This means that a newspaper article 
or website covering global warming is less likely to be correct than a scientific article. A newspaper 
article or website could present inaccurate science, or only present one side of a debate (ie bias). 
Some newspaper articles or websites simplify the science to the point where it loses all meaning. 

2 Global warming will lead to habitats being destroyed. Some organisms will decrease in number or 
may become extinct.


Animals such as insects may extend their range to find cooler conditions. These include 
mosquitoes which can transmit malaria.


As the Earth's temperature increases, animals such as birds may migrate at different times or to 
different countries.


Plants may flower earlier. Crops may grow in the UK that do not grow now. Some countries may 
be too hot to grow crops they need.
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Maintaining Biodiversity

1 A rich biodiversity means that any species is less dependent on any other species so the 
ecosystem is more stable.

2a Zoos take part in captive breeding programmes with other zoos. A good example is with 
endangered tigers. Tigers in different zoos are selected for breeding and then transported from one 
zoo to another in the hope that they will reproduce. This increases the numbers of these species 
and can prevent their extinction.

2b Wetlands have extremely high levels of biodiversity, especially for plants and insects. Draining 
wetlands in the past has reduce biodiversity and placed many of these species at risk. Now, 
wetlands are preserved and old wetlands are being allowed to flood again. Plants and insects are 
now spreading back to these habitats.

2c Farms do not have a lot of biodiversity as fields usually contain only one type of crop. Leaving field 
margins or planting hedgerows helps as many different species can live there.

2d Governments can reduce deforestation by establishing national parks. In these areas, forests are 
protected from destruction for example to provide land for growing crops or grazing cattle.


Governments can reduce carbon dioxide emissions by encouraging the use of renewable sources 
of electricity and reducing the amount of electricity generation from burning fossil fuels. 

2e Recycling household waste reduces the amount of waste that is dumped in landfills. This means 
that landfills will take longer to fill up. Fewer new landfill sites will be needed and this will preserve 
habitats for plants and animals, preserving biodiversity.
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Question Answers Mark Extra information Workbook 
page

1.1 Producer 1 Remember that all food chains start with 
a producer.

Ecology 
page 48

1.2 Photosynthesis


Biomass

1


1

Producers are the source of biomass for 
the whole food chain. This is because 
producers can carry out photosynthesis, 
trapping carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere using energy from light.

Ecology 
page 48

1.3 Any one from


Light intensity


Temperature


Moisture levels


Soil pH / minerals


Wind intensity and direction


Carbon dioxide levels

1 Remember that abiotic factors are not 
living.


The level of oxygen is also an abiotic 
factor. However, this only affects aquatic 
organisms such as fish. This is because 
the amount of oxygen dissolved in water 
varies depending on the temperature (the 
level of dissolved oxygen falls as the 
temperature increases).

Ecology 
page 44

1.4 Avoids bias 1 Accept an explanation of this for example 
the idea that the student may deliberately 
select an area with a larger or smaller 
number of dandelions than the rest of the 
field.

Ecology 
page 52

1.5 8 + 12 + 5 + 9 + 14 + 3 + 12 = 
63


63 / 7 = 9

1


1

Remember that if there is an anomalous 
result, you need to exclude it from the 
mean. In this case, there are no 
anomalous results.


Secondly, remember that you need to 
press "=" on your calculator after you 
have added the numbers otherwise your 
answer will be incorrect.

Ecology 
page 53

1.6 From 3 to 14 1 The range is from the smallest to the 
greatest number.

Maths skills 
are covered 
throughout 
the books

1.7 Any one from


Allows the dandelion to access 
more water / minerals


Prevents the dandelion being 
pulled out of the ground (eg by 
rabbits)


Food Store

1 You could be shown the adaptations of 
any animal or plant and asked to suggest 
how the adaptation allows it to survive. 
The word "suggests" means that you 
need to apply your knowledge and 
understanding to a new situation.

Ecology 
page 46-47

1.8 Structural adaptations 1


Total 
= 10

Structural adaptations are adaptations to 
an organism's body shape or structure.

Ecology 
page 46
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page

2.1 Requires two parents: sexual 
reproduction


Produces clones: asexual 
reproduction


Only involves mitosis: asexual 
reproduction

1


1


1

Remember that sexual reproduction 
involves the mixing of genetic information 
from two parents. This produces variation 
in the offspring.


In asexual reproduction there is only one 
parent and no mixing of genetic 
information. The offspring are genetically 
identical clones.

Inheritance 
page 21

2.2 Pollen 1 Remember that in flowering plants the 
female gametes are egg cells and the 
male gametes are pollen.


In animals, the female gametes are egg 
cells and the male gametes are sperm.

Inheritance 
page 22

2.3 Ovaries 1 The uterus does not produce egg cells. 
However, a fertilised egg cell can implant 
into the uterus wall.


The pancreas has no role in reproduction.

Inheritance 
page 23

2.4 23 chromosomes 1 In meiosis, the number of chromosomes 
is halved. The starting cell has 46 
chromosomes so the sperm cell must 
have 23 chromosomes.

Inheritance 
page 23

2.5 Fertilisation 1 Remember that both sperm cells and egg 
cells are called gametes. In humans these 
have 23 chromosomes each. During 
fertilisation, a sperm and egg cell fuse 
(join). The fertilised egg now has 46 
chromosomes.

Inheritance 
page 24

2.6 Stops any eggs from maturing 
in the ovaries

1 Remember that FSH causes an egg to 
mature in an ovary. The contraceptive pill 
prevents the release of FSH so no eggs 
mature.

Homeostasis 
page 17

2.7 Out of 100 women using the 
pill, 9 will become pregnant in 
a year on average.


5 x 9 = 45

1


1

Both marks can be awarded if the 
candidate simply states the correct 
answer.

Maths skills 
are covered 
throughout 
the books

2.8 Any one from


Does not protect against STIs


Must be taken every day


Risk of side effects

1


Total 
= 11

Accept a correct description of a side 
effect eg increased risk of breast cancer / 
blood clots

Homeostasis 
page 18
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3.1 Cell membrane 1 Just like animal and plant cells, all 
bacterial cells are surrounded by a cell 
membrane.


This question is from material in paper 1. 
However, the structure and function of 
cells is one of the topics that can also be 
tested on paper 2.

Covered in 
Biology 1

3.2 Nucleus 1 Bacterial cells always contain a 
cytoplasm. Many bacterial cells also have 
a cell wall. This is shown in figure 5 as the 
grey border around the MRSA bacterium.

Covered in 
Biology 1

3.3 Bar correctly plotted on chart 1 There is always some margin of error 
allowed when plotting but it won't be a lot 
so you do need to try to plot as accurately 
as you can.

Graph skills 
are covered 
throughout 

books

3.4 68-56 = 12 1 Award mark for answer without working 
out.

Simple 
subtraction

3.5 12 / 68 = 0.17647059


x 100 = 17.647059


-17.7% to 3 significant figures

1


1


1

Calculating percentage change is really 
important and some students struggle 
with it. If you do, make sure you revise it.


The minus sign is not essential for this 
mark as "decrease" has already been 
stated in the question.

Maths skills 
are covered 
throughout 
the books

3.6 Mutation occurs in a bacterium


Bacterium now antibiotic 
resistant / bacterium not killed 
by antibiotic


Bacterium survives and 
reproduces

1


1


1

Accept a description of mutation (must 
refer to genetic material / DNA)

Variation 
page 39

3.7 Any two from


Antibiotics should not be used 
inappropriately eg for viral 
diseases


Patients should complete their 
course of antibiotics


Restrict the use of antibiotics 
on farm animals

2


Total 
= 12

Antibiotic resistant bacteria is a significant 
problem. It is important that you learn 
how it can be tackled.

Variation 
page 39
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4.1 Homeostasis 1 Homeostasis is critical for all animals. The 
key idea is that even if there are changes 
to the conditions outside of the body (eg 
temperature) or inside the body (eg blood 
glucose concentration), the body can 
adjust so that the internal conditions of 
the body stay relatively stable.

Homeostasis 
page 9

4.2 Glucose is needed to provide 
energy


By respiration

1


1

Respiration is another topic from paper 1 
that can also be tested on paper 2.

Homeostasis 
page 9

4.3 Pancreas 1 The pancreas is responsible for 
controlling the concentration of glucose in 
the blood.

Homeostasis 
page 15

4.4 Absorb


Liver


Glycogen

1


1


1

If the blood glucose concentration rises, 
the pancreas releases insulin. The effect 
of insulin is to bring the glucose 
concentration back to within the normal 
range.

Homeostasis 
page 15

4.5 Insulin gene


From humans


Transferred to bacteria

1


1


1

Foundation students are required to have 
a basic understanding of genetic 
engineering but not a detailed 
understanding of the stages.

Variation 
page 37

4.6 Accept one from


Carbohydrate-controlled diet


Exercise

1

Accept sugar / glucose / starch for 
carbohydrate

Homeostasis 
page 16

4.7 Obesity 1


Total 
= 12

Type 2 diabetes also has genetic risk 
factors. However, these are not 
mentioned in the specification so I would 
recommend learning obesity as a risk 
factor.

Homeostasis 
page 16
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5.1 Photosynthesis 1 Photosynthesis is the only process that 
can bring carbon into the carbon cycle.

Ecology 
page 54-55

5.2 Respiration 1 Aerobic respiration is the process which 
returns carbon dioxide back to the 
atmosphere in the carbon cycle.

Ecology 
page 54-55

5.3 Any one from


Bacteria


Fungi

1 Decomposing microorganisms are 
responsible for breaking down decaying 
waste material and dead remains.

Ecology 
page 55

5.4 Return minerals back to soil 1 This is a really important function. The 
minerals that decomposing 
microorganisms return to the soil can then 
be taken up and used by plants.

Ecology 
page 55

5.5 Any two from


Destruction of habitats


Birds and insects may extend 
range


Animals may change migration 
patterns


Plants may flower at different 
times


Changes to plant growth 
ranges


Extinction

2

Global warming will threaten habitats in 
the Arctic.


Certain species of mosquito cannot 
survive in the UK. That might change due 
to global warming.


Some plants may grow in the UK that 
cannot now. Plants which now grow in 
certain countries may not survive in the 
future.

Ecology 
page 60

5.6 The variety of different species


In an ecosystem

1


1 Accept "on Earth"

Ecology 
page 57

5.7 Peat-free compost is more 
expensive than compost made 
from peat

1


Total 
= 9

Cost is an example of an economic factor. Ecology 
page 59
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6.1 Helix 1 Remember that DNA is a polymer made 
up of two strands twisted into a double 
helix.

Inheritance 
page 25

6.2 Chromosomes 1 Remember that chromosomes are found 
in the nucleus of cells.

Inheritance 
page 25

6.3 A gene determines the 
sequence / order


of amino acids in a protein

1


1

A protein is a polymer of amino acids. The 
sequence of amino acids (in other words 
the order) is determined by the DNA in the 
gene for that protein.

Inheritance 
page 25

6.4 Cell membrane 1 Cystic fibrosis is an inherited disorder. 
This causes a defect in a protein found in 
the cell membrane.

Inheritance 
page 27

6.5 Person C


Alleles are different

1


1

Remember that if a person has two 
different alleles for a gene then they are 
heterozygous. If the two alleles are the 
same, then they are homozygous.

Inheritance 
page 26

6.6 Because the cystic fibrosis 
allele is recessive, a person 
must have two copies to have 
cystic fibrosis


Person C only has one copy of 
the defective allele


They are a carrier because they 
can pass the defective allele to 
their offspring 

1


1


1


Total 
= 10

Remember that if a person only has one 
copy of a recessive allele, then they are a 
carrier. They do not have the inherited 
disorder but they can pass the recessive 
allele to their offspring.


A person cannot be a carrier of a 
dominant allele (such as polydactyly). A 
person with one copy of this allele will 
have the inherited disorder.

Inheritance 
page 29
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7 3 marks are available for 
description of method


Select parents with desired 
characteristics and breed 
together


Select offspring with desired 
characteristic and breed these 
offspring


Repeat for many generations


Until all offspring have desired 
characteristic


2 marks available for problems


Increased risk of inherited 
disease


Due to inbreeding


1 mark available for example


Food crops resistant to disease


Animals producing more meat 
or milk


Domestic dogs with gentle 
nature


Large or unusual flowers

6


Total 
= 6

Accept example of desired characteristic


Must specify inherited (or genetic) disease

Variation 
page 36
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Suggested Level Boundaries

Please note that the level boundaries shown below are very approximate. 

In the real GCSE Science exams, the level boundaries are determined 
when all of the candidates' papers have been marked. This allows the 
exam boards to adjust the grade boundaries up (if the exam appeared 
slightly easier than usual) or down (if the exam appeared slightly harder 
than usual).

Mark / 70 Level

42 5

36 4

28 3

17 2

10 1

This is because the paper above is a specimen paper. Real exam papers 
go through a long process of review where questions are analysed and 
modified before being issued.

I do not offer any guarantee that the level you achieve in this specimen 
paper is the level that you will achieve in the real exam.
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